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Spatial Audio
A cop's creed: If your partner dies, take care of his family. John McLean is a single father and a cop—and he takes all his
duties seriously. A year ago, after her husband died, he added Natalie Reed to his list of responsibilities. At first, that just
meant helping around the house. Then a body is found in her den… Once he learns the victim's identity—and his connection
with Natalie's husband—John realizes the safest place for Natalie is with him. He knows it's the honorable thing to do. But
even when you're right, it isn't easy to feel good when you're falling in love with your partner's wife.

One Trip Around the Sun
Qigong Through the Seasons
Within the holistic framework of the Daoist way, Ronald H. Davis provides a comprehensive and straightforward guide to the
principles and practice of actively living in harmony with the seasonal energetic changes throughout the year. The program
focuses on the importance of Qigong, meditation, and diet to support good mental and physical health. The author includes
clear explanations of the theory underlying this approach to a healthy life, including the Five Phases of Change (Five
Elements) of Chinese Medicine, the body's Qi system of channels and reservoirs, and the concept of chronobiology. For
each season he provides a Qigong specific for the season, meditations, herbal information, and dietary recommendations
with simple recipes to support the functions of the organ in focus in that season. This accessible program of Qigong for the
seasons will be of interest to anyone seeking a healthy life, students of Qigong at any level, and the seasonal emphasis
makes this an excellent quick reference for Qigong teachers.

Governments and Rebellions in Southeast Asia
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This best-selling book introduces you to the principles of sound, perception, audio technology and systems. Whilst offering
vital reading for audio students and trainee engineers, this guide is ideal for anyone concerned with audio, sound and
recording, beginners and professionals alike. Comprehensive and easy to understand, this fifth edition is bang up to date,
with expanded information on digital audio principles, systems and applications, as well as an extensively updated chapter
on MIDI and synthetic audio control.

The Power Of Rudraksha
Still the biggest concern for many on initial teacher training courses is the acquisition of subject knowledge and the ability
to translate that into effective teaching. This book addresses this - building on the core subject knowledge covered in the
Achieving QTS series and relating it to classroom practice. It supports trainees in extending and deepening their knowledge
of ICT and demonstrating how to apply it to planning and implementing lessons. Practical and up-to-date teaching examples
are used to clearly contextualize subject knowledge. A clear focus on classroom practice helps trainees to build confidence
and develop their own teaching strategies.

Digital Audio Operations
Prepare for the cardiac imaging component of the new radiology Core Exam! Excel on your boards with Cardiac Imaging: A
Core Review – a high-yield, comprehensive review book, written specifically for the new Core Exam format. Study with all
the books in the Core Review Series to ace every area of the Core Exam!

Hormone Harmony
Providing vital reading for audio students and trainee engineers, this guide is ideal for anyone who wants a solid grounding
in both theory and industry practices in audio, sound and recording. There are many books on the market covering "how to
work it" when it comes to audio equipment—but Sound and Recording isn’t one of them. Instead, you’ll gain an
understanding of "how it works" with this approachable guide to audio systems. New to this edition: Digital audio section
revised substantially to include the latest developments in audio networking (e.g. RAVENNA, AES X-192, AVB), highresolution surround and parametric audio coding, workstation processing technology, mastering for iTunes, and loudness
normalization Coverage of immersive audio systems such as Dolby Atmos, Auro 3D and WFS along with recent
developments in audio object coding Sections on digital radio microphones, loudspeaker sensitivity issues and
development, and highly directional loudspeaker systems Substantial new sections on recent developments in audio
network device discovery and control and the Open Control Architecture
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Sound and Recording
A survey of tapeless recording featuring digital audio, storage media, editing, digital signal processing and other facets. The
future of tapeless recording is also considered.

Single Variable Calculus
"Hormone Harmony answers these and many other questions from women of all ages, and includes a special section for
men. Today, hormone imbalance is an epidemic that is upsetting countless lives with symptoms such as these: lack of
energy ; loss of zest for life ; weight gain ; mood swings ; loss of sex drive ; sleep disturbances ; fuzzy thinking ;
forgetfulness ; hot flashes. Traditionally, menopause is viewed as the chief trigger of hormonal problems but evidence
shows this is not entirely true. While menopause is a natural transition during which hormone levels change, its discomforts
are fueled by imbalances created earlier in life. This fact is widely unrecognized in today's healthcare system, leaving
millions of women whose medical tests are "normal" in dire need of help" --Cover, p. 2.

Sound and Recording
Mystery crime fiction written in the Golden Age of Murder "Like an assortment of presents under a Christmas tree, there's
something for everyone in this Yule-themed reprint anthology in the British Library Crime Classics series from Edwards."
—Publishers Weekly Christmas is a mysterious, as well as magical, time of year. Strange things can happen, and this helps
to explain the hallowed tradition of telling ghost stories around the fireside as the year draws to a close. Christmas tales of
crime and detection have a similar appeal. When television becomes tiresome, and party games pall, the prospect of
curling up in the warm with a good mystery is enticing—and much better for the digestion than yet another helping of plum
pudding. Crime writers are just as susceptible as readers to the countless attractions of Christmas. Over the years, many
distinguished practitioners of the genre have given one or more of their stories a Yuletide setting. The most memorable
Christmas mysteries blend a lively storyline with an atmospheric evocation of the season. Getting the mixture right is much
harder than it looks. This book introduces of readers to some of the finest Christmas detective stories of the past. Martin
Edwards' selection blends festive pieces from much-loved authors with one or two stories which are likely to be unfamiliar
even to diehard mystery fans. The result is a collection of crime fiction to savor, whatever the season.

Primary ICT: Extending Knowledge in Practice
An introduction to the development of the Canadian confederation especially the inclusion of Manitoba and the rest of
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western Canada.

Tapeless Sound Recording
Silent Nights
This is a breakthrough text in presenting Traditional Chinese Medicine health practices to a Western audience. "One Trip
Around the Sun" is the first comprehensive effort to synthesise a vast array of information into a user-friendly guide to
optimum health and well-being. Lipsky provides detailed yet straightforward discussions of basic concepts from Traditional
Chinese Medicine, chi kung exercises, and tables listing which foods are best for each of the four seasons. Case studies,
guidelines for journalling, and meditation exercises round out this exciting exploration of healthy living. Learn how to:
Integrate diet, exercise, and meditation with the energy of each season; Build virility; Experience spiritual connection; Do
chi kung exercises; Use foods and herbs to improve health. Apply Lipsky's seasonal secrets for building health and vitality
and create a life in harmony with the four seasons.

Cardiac Imaging: A Core Review
Rudraksha is an ancient bead known for its divinity, positive results on human mind and for good health. The subject is
diverse and complex due to variety of opinions and different descriptions available in ancient epics as well as in some
recent books. The Rudraksha is greatly respected and revered as Lord Shiva’s tears – the wearing of which will end sorrows
and heal ailments. The Rudraksha is a herb which is good for several diseases as confirmed by the non-clinical trials
conducted by Department of Pharmacology, University of Mumbai and sponsored by Rudra Life. This volume is a treasure
trove for all who wish to buy and wear the Rudraksha or desire to know more about the bead.

Confederation and the West
Explores the principles and practical considerations of spatial sound recording and reproduction. Particular emphasis is
given to the increasing importance of multichannel surround sound and 3D audio, including binaural approaches, without
ignoring conventional stereo. The enhancement of spatial quality is arguably the only remaining hurdle to be overcome in
pursuit of high quality sound reproduction. The rise of increasingly sophisticated spatial sound systems presents an
enormous challenge to audio engineers, many of whom are confused by the possibilities and unfamiliar with standards,
formats, track allocations, monitoring configurations and recording techniques. The author provides a comprehensive study
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of the current state of the art in spatial audio, concentrating on the most widely used approaches and configurations.
Anyone wishing to expand their understanding of these cutting-edge technologies will want to own this book.

His Partner's Wife
Built from the ground up to meet the needs of today's calculus learners, Single Variable Calculus was the first book to pair a
complete calculus syllabus with the best elements of reform—like extensive verbalization and strong geometric
visualization. The Third Edition of this groundbreaking book has been crafted and honed, making it the book of choice for
those seeking the best of both worlds. Numerous chapters offer an exciting choice of problem sets and include topics such
as functions and graphs, limits and continuity, differentiation, additional applications of the derivative, integration,
additional applications of the integral, methods of integration, infinite series, vectors in the plane and in space, and vectorvalued functions. For individuals in fields related to engineering, science, or mathematics.
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